Over the past 40 years, Tachodisc has developed a well-deserved reputation for excellence and dependability.

Tachodisc understands the transport industry and its requirements. Our portfolio reflects this by offering the best quality and value for money products. With this in mind we are continually expanding our product range and have recently introduced an assortment of ADR and PPE products.

We continue to provide a broad range of services including a comprehensive analysis bureau, driver licence checking service, driver walk-around app and Management/Driver training.

In an ever-changing world, Tachodisc strives to lead the way and provide unbeatable support, friendly customer service and extensive knowledge.

Thank you for your continued support in 2019

Kind regards

Tachodisc Team
Tachodisc, as we know it today, is mainly due to the initiative of Mr. Robert (Bob) Bennett. In 1977, two years before UK tachograph legislation was introduced, Bob, working from his humble garage in Bacup, had the foresight to develop a range of driver’s record books – known as the “Pippin Plan”.

The Pippin Plan was exceptionally well received by drivers and transport managers alike and in 1979 Bob expanded his product range to include the “Tachograph Chart”.

This pivotal decision marked a significant milestone and after further expansion of his concept - and later an acquisition of his business, Bob’s Pippin Plan would ultimately lead to the making of Tachodisc.

The rest is history...

Celebrating our 40th Anniversary!
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Software

DOWNLOAD SOFTWARE

Product Code: SOLOPLUS

Soloplus is an easy and cost-effective way to be compliant with digital tachograph legislation.

Soloplus digital tachograph download software has been designed for road transport operators who work from a single site, running a small number of vehicles. The software will help to keep you compliant with the requirements for downloading your digital tachograph data. In the UK driver card data should be downloaded every 28 days and vehicle unit [VU] data should be downloaded every 90 days.

Note: this software is primarily a data capturing and storing facility for digital data and will provide visibility of data - allowing operators to view and identify infringements. The software does provide basic reports.

ANALYSIS SOFTWARE

Product Code: VISION

Pay as you go web-based software. A comprehensive on-line solution to support you in managing compliance with drivers’ hours and working time regulations. See page 42 for further details.
DOWNLOADING DEVICES

VU DOWNLOAD KEY

Product Code: DIGIVU

• Accurate ‘Since Last’ functionality as Digivu stores details on 120+ vehicles
• Bright and clear LED indication for memory and activity
• Compact, robust and key ring mountable design
• Faster downloads due to greater control (30 days activity in only 4.5 minutes)
• Internal memory with secure communication - 100% virus-free
• Simple firmware upgrade process

OPERATOR STARTER PACK

Product Code: DSP2

A comprehensive start-up pack geared towards drivers new to the profession, or for those transitioning from analogue. The pack contains the minimal amount of kit required to help the driver support their statutory and legal obligation.

Note: the included software [Soloplus] is primarily a digital data capturing and storing facility presenting visibility of data - allowing operators to view and identify infringements. Although Soloplus does provide basic reports, it will not analyse data in terms of reporting infringements for either Drivers’ Hours or the Working Time Regulations.

Pack Includes:
• Combined VU downloading device & card reader
• Data capturing and storage software
• VU print rolls x 3
• VU guide to digital icons
• Guide to digital tachographs
• Drivers digital tachograph manual
• Drivers memo pad
• Working time record book
SMART CARD READER

Product Code: CARDREADER

A high-performance desktop smart card reader with various positioning options. The device is ideal for reading driver cards and is designed to meet all major standards like USB CCID, PC/SC and HBCI (Home Banking Computer Interface).

- CCID Compliant
- Plug-and-play – Designed to facilitate easy device installation with high quality drivers for all major PC operating systems.
- Bright and clear LED indication for memory and activity.
- Suitable for any application – Compatibility for virtually any contact smart cards and major operating systems.

DOWNLOAD DEVICE

Product Code: DIGIDOWNPLUS

Digital tachograph download device with built-in card reader.

Three download control options:
- All VU - Download all the data stored in the VU
- Latest VU - Download only the latest data within the VU recorded since the last download
- Card - Download the data from the driver card directly
DOWNLOAD DEVICE

Product Code: DIGIDOWN
Digital tachograph download device. Facilitates downloading information from the digital tachograph in a simple and accurate operation. LEDs indicate progress of the downloads.

Three download control options:
- All VU - Download all the data stored in the VU
- Latest VU - Download only the latest data within the VU recorded since the last download
- Card - With both the company card and driver card inserted in the VU select card to download driver card data.

Product Code: DIGIDOWN-USBC
Replacement USB cable for all 3 digidown devices.

Product Code: SDC
Replacement memory card

BLUETOOTH KEY

Product Code: DIGIDOWNBLUE
Bluetooth™ digital tachograph download device with built-in card reader. Facilitates remote data forwarding via Bluetooth™ when away from base. Download both tachograph card and vehicle data onto the device, and thereafter forward the information to your office or analysis bureau via a Bluetooth-enabled smartphone.

- Downloads any tachograph card directly without the need for a company card
- Integrated buttons to select your required download and LEDs to show progress
- Connects directly to your PC’s USB port for easy file transfer
- Remote authentication and downloading. No need to take your company card to the vehicle.
- Downloads VU data via the front panel with the company card left at home (VDO 1.3 and later)
Downloading Devices

WIFI MODULE
Product Code: DFPRO2-WM
Transfer tachograph driver card and vehicle files easily by WI-FI – without needing Bluetooth™ or cables. You don’t need a constant computer connection with the Digifobpro2 – you just need to be in range of a wireless network.
The module fits neatly to the base and once setup, you download your driver cards and vehicle files as normal, select the WI-FI cloud option and unarchived files are automatically transmitted.

DOWNLOAD DEVICE
Product Code: DIGIVUPLUS
Portable driver card and vehicle unit (VU) download device.
Digivu will store all the driver card and VU data until you connect it to a PC. When connected, all data is automatically downloaded via the supplied proprietary software, digiConnect.
DigiConnect software allows you to select exactly which data you need to download from your vehicle unit (latest activity only, full activity and speed data etc) as well as allowing you to optimise the download speed.

DOWNLOAD DEVICE
Product Code: DFPRO2
With the new generation digifobpro, you can download and analyse from both the driver card and the vehicle unit. Also, instantly check compliance with EU regulations using the large display screen.

• 3GB Internal flash memory
• Bluetooth™ capabilities (Android)
• Colour backlit screen
• Detailed graphical reporting
• Detailed vehicle analysis
• Direct USB connection for download, charging, settings and updates
• Fast processing
• Full driver card analysis
• Real-time clock
Downloading Devices

**DRIVER SOLUTION**

Product Code: DF3

The digifob is one of the simplest ways to display data from a Digital tachograph driver card. The data is represented logically and uses industry standard symbols.

By using the digifob, drivers can consistently ensure they comply with EU regulations and in turn ensure that both they and other road users are safe.

- Lithium-Ion battery with USB charging
- Acts as USB card reader
- Bright OLED screen
- Two button control
- Battery indicator

**DEPOT SOLUTIONS**

Product Code: DIGIPOSTPRO

Driver card and Vehicle Data Transmitter.

Digipostpro allows you to collect driver card data and vehicle unit data anywhere and at any time. You can transfer data either via your local area network (LAN) or over the mobile phone network (GPRS). Digipostpro comes with its own download key, the digivu, for fast and easy download and upload from your vehicles.

Device is supplied with VU downloading device - DIGIVU

**REMOTE DOWNLOAD**

Product Code: DIGIDL

Remote Tachograph Download of Vehicle unit and Driver card.

With digiDL installed in your vehicle(s) you can set up a schedule for download of both the driver card and the vehicle unit. All of this is handled in the background and files can be passed straight to your corporate network or to a nominated analysis provider.

**NB:** We would like to point out that Tachodisc is not responsible for third party product installations. Please refer to your chosen fitter for assistance in the unlikely event that you encounter an issue.

Analysis software is required with this product

01925 283328
TACHOGRAPH ROLLS

Product Code: DPROLL50

Type-approved digital tachograph thermal print rolls.

These high-quality tachograph print rolls are suitable for all makes of digital tachographs and comply with EC regulation 1266/2009 - 1st October 2011. Each roll is 8 metres long and individually wrapped.

The print-outs will contain driver’s activity information in an arrangement of text and pictograms.

Print-outs must be produced when:

- driver’s card is lost, damaged, stolen or malfunctions
- requested from enforcement officer
- when a hand-written explanation is required to support a driver’s digital records

REFRIGERATION ROLLS

Product Code: DPROLLTH44

For use in Refrigerated Vehicles.

Grade A refrigeration heat-sensitive paper suitable for Transcan and Storm temperature data recorders.

Box size: 210 x 185 x 95mm
Box quantity: 40 rolls
Roll size: 40 x 44mm

Product Code: DPROLLTH57

For use in Refrigerated Vehicles.

Box size: 205 x 85 x 120mm
Box quantity: 20 rolls
Roll size: 44 x 57mm

www.tachodisc.co.uk
TACHOGRAPH CHARTS

Product Code: VARIOUS
See panel opposite for available options.

EC approved analogue tachograph charts - packed in boxes of 100. These high-quality charts have a superior trace side and the reverse side caters for up to three vehicle changes - along with hand-written entries.

BLIND DISC

Product Code: TBD
High quality plastic discs to help prevent stylus damage to analogue tachograph heads. When a vehicle is not in use it is always advisable to leave a blind disc in the tachograph.

ANALOGUE CHARTS & ENVELOPES

A paper envelope used for safe storage of one week’s analogue tachograph charts and/or digital print-outs. The front of the envelope has all the essential fields to record Road Transport Directive information.

ANALOGUE ENVELOPE

Product Code: TE
Size: 150mm x 125mm
Pack: 100 envelopes

ANALOGUE ENVELOPE

Product Code: TED
A paper envelope used for safe storage of one week’s digital tachograph print-outs and / or analogue charts. The front of the envelope has all the essential fields to record Road Transport Directive information.

Size: 150mm x 125mm
Pack: 100 envelopes

01925 283328
Vehicle Defect Reporting

**STORAGE BINDER**

Product Code: TDRB
Handy PVC ring binder for safe storage of daily walk-around check and defect book reporting.
Pages: Holds several hundred  Size: A6 & A5

**FORS**

Product Code: T50F
Vehicle daily walk-around check and defect report book for members of the Fleet Operator Recognition Scheme (FORS).

**LGV / HGV**

Product Code: T50
Daily vehicle walk-around checks and defect reporting book with user-friendly layout.
Pages: 20 or 50 Dup’ or Trip’ Sets
Size: 135mm x 155mm

**PCV / PSV**

Product Code: T20P
Daily vehicle walk-around checks and defect reporting book with user-friendly layout.
Pages: 20 or 50 Dup’ or Trip’ Sets
Size: 135mm x 155mm

**VAN**

Product Code: T20V
Daily vehicle walk-around checks and defect reporting book with user-friendly layout.
Pages: 20 Duplicate Sets
Size: 135mm x 155mm

**TRAILER**

Product Code: T50TRL
Trailer walk-around checks and defect reporting book with user-friendly layout.
Pages: 20 or 50 Duplicate Sets
Size: 135mm x 155mm
Vehicle Defect Reporting

REPORTING

Product Code: CVDR
Sequentially numbered vehicle defects report book for recording faults as and when they occur.
Pages: 25 Duplicate Sets  Size: 210mm x 148mm

REGISTER

Product Code: VDR
Central register book for recording all reported vehicle defects. 22 annotations per page.
Pages: 24 (non-duplicate)  Size: 210mm x 297mm

PALLET TRUCK

Product Code: T50PT
Inspection checklist for manual pallet trucks - helping you to comply with PUWER guidance.
Pages: 50 Duplicate Sets  Size: 135mm x 155mm

RECTIFICATION

Product Code: TDR
For use in the garage or workshop for recording vehicle defects and ensuing rectification.
Pages: 50 (non-duplicate)  Size: 210mm x 148mm

Van defect damage report pad presented in a methodical and user-friendly layout.
Pages: 50 Duplicate Sets  Size: 297mm x 210mm

LIFT-TRUCK

Product Code: T50FLT
FLT operator pre-use inspection checklist - helping you to comply with HSE guidance.
Pages: 50 Duplicate Sets  Size: 135mm x 155mm

REPORTING

Product Code: VCDR

REPORTING

Product Code: VCDR
Vehicle Defect Reporting

TORQUE TAG
Product Code: WNTT
Indicates all the relevant information including torque level, initial checks and re-torque intervals. At every stage, the relevant section is signed off by the fitter and filed - placing instruction for further maintenance on the wheel in question. Size: 148mm x 105mm

TORQUE REGISTER
Product Code: WNTR
Both operator and driver are responsible for safeguarding that tyres are compliant with safe operation and current legislation. If a wheel has been removed from the hub, it must be correctly refitted, and the retaining nuts tightened to the correct torque. Pages: 25 Duplicate Sets Size: 210mm x 148mm

RECALIBRATION CHART
Product Code: TBC
Easy-wipe laminated analogue tachograph bi-annual check and re-calibration wall chart. Ideal for operators to ensure that their fleet is kept up-to-date and compliant with tachograph checks and calibrations. Includes two pens and an eraser.

MAINTENANCE CHART
Product Code: VMC
Maintenance forecasting wall chart planner covering a full 12-month period. Allocates entries for up to 35 vehicles. Size: 420mm x 594mm

MAINTENANCE BOOK
Product Code: VMR
For recording the entire safety inspections and maintenance checks of a specific vehicle – from acquisition to end of life. Book contains 24 pages, each containing 33 entries. Size: 297mm x 210mm
Vehicle Defect Reporting

**INSPECTION**

**Product Code: GV1**
LGV / HGV periodic inspection and rectification pad. The front side incorporates a methodical check sheet, and the reverse side for defect rectification reporting. This publication follows the industry standard referencing, as endorsed by DVSA.
Size: 297mm x 210mm
Pages: 100 (non-duplicate)

**Product Code: GV2**
Trailer periodic inspection and rectification pad. The front side incorporates a methodical check sheet, and the reverse side for defect rectification reporting. This publication follows the industry standard referencing, as endorsed by DVSA.
Size: 297mm x 210mm
Pages: 100 (non-duplicate)

**INSPECTION**

**Product Code: PV1**
PSV periodic inspection and rectification pad. The front side incorporates a methodical check sheet, and the reverse side for defect rectification reporting. This publication follows the industry standard referencing, as endorsed by DVSA.
Size: 297mm x 210mm
Pages: 100 (non-duplicate)

**FILING**

**Product Code: TMRB**
Polypropylene ring binder for storing vehicle inspection sheets. Keep your documents safe and secure with this bespoke ring binder.
Size: 250mm x 310mm x 35mm
Pages: Holds several hundred
Vehicle Defect Reporting

Correct tyre pressure helps towards road safety, increased tyre life and improved fuel consumption.

**DIGITAL TYRE GAUGE**
Product Code: DTPG
Correct tyre pressure helps towards road safety, increased tyre life and improved fuel consumption.

- Automatic shut-off
- Blue back-lit LCD display
- Ergonomic design
- PSI & BAR settings
- Pressure range 0-100PSI, 0-6.85BAR

**MANUAL TYRE GAUGE**
Product Code: TSK
Tyre safety kit for checking tyre tread depth and tyre pressure. Ideal for small vans and cars with a maximum PSI of 120.

**HEAVY-DUTY TORCH**
Product Code: HDLT
Heavy-duty, yet lightweight torch with variable floor standing positioning. Combines a powerful 2-watt LED with a massive 180-metre beam distance due to its 120 lumens of brightness.

**POCKET TORCH**
Product Code: LEDT
Robust and handy-sized rubberised torch. Ideal for automotive activities.
- 9 LEDs
- Bright 45-lumen output
- Knurled barrel for added grip
- Shock-resistant
- Splashproof
- Wrist strap

Size: 95mm x 30mm  Batteries: 3 x AAA (supplied)

**Batteries:** 4 x 'C' size (supplied)

**HEAVY-DUTY TORCH**
Product Code: HDLT
Heavy-duty, yet lightweight torch with variable floor standing positioning. Combines a powerful 2-watt LED with a massive 180-metre beam distance due to its 120 lumens of brightness.

**POCKET TORCH**
Product Code: LEDT
Robust and handy-sized rubberised torch. Ideal for automotive activities.
- 9 LEDs
- Bright 45-lumen output
- Knurled barrel for added grip
- Shock-resistant
- Splashproof
- Wrist strap

Size: 95mm x 30mm  Batteries: 3 x AAA (supplied)

**Batteries:** 4 x 'C' size (supplied)

**MANUAL TYRE GAUGE**
Product Code: TSK
Tyre safety kit for checking tyre tread depth and tyre pressure. Ideal for small vans and cars with a maximum PSI of 120.

**DIGITAL TYRE GAUGE**
Product Code: DTPG
Correct tyre pressure helps towards road safety, increased tyre life and improved fuel consumption.
- Automatic shut-off
- Blue back-lit LCD display
- Ergonomic design
- PSI & BAR settings
- Pressure range 0-100PSI, 0-6.85BAR

**POCKET TORCH**
Product Code: LEDT
Robust and handy-sized rubberised torch. Ideal for automotive activities.
- 9 LEDs
- Bright 45-lumen output
- Knurled barrel for added grip
- Shock-resistant
- Splashproof
- Wrist strap

Size: 95mm x 30mm  Batteries: 3 x AAA (supplied)

**Batteries:** 4 x 'C' size (supplied)

**DIGITAL TYRE GAUGE**
Product Code: DTPG
Correct tyre pressure helps towards road safety, increased tyre life and improved fuel consumption.
- Automatic shut-off
- Blue back-lit LCD display
- Ergonomic design
- PSI & BAR settings
- Pressure range 0-100PSI, 0-6.85BAR

**HEAVY-DUTY TORCH**
Product Code: HDLT
Heavy-duty, yet lightweight torch with variable floor standing positioning. Combines a powerful 2-watt LED with a massive 180-metre beam distance due to its 120 lumens of brightness.

**HEAVY-DUTY TORCH**
Product Code: HDLT
Heavy-duty, yet lightweight torch with variable floor standing positioning. Combines a powerful 2-watt LED with a massive 180-metre beam distance due to its 120 lumens of brightness.
Vehicle Defect Reporting

SAFETY COVER

Product Code: TSWC
Steering wheel safety cover advising not to start or move the vehicle.

Used to bring awareness to drivers that the vehicle has a defect and needs to be kept off the road (VOR) until rectified.

HGV / LGV / PSV / PCV / Van / Car

TYRE DEPTH GAUGE

Product Code: DTDG
A high-quality digital depth gauge calibrated to 0-25mm in 0.01mm increments and 0-1” in 0.0005” increments; metric, decimal inch and fraction inch (1/64”) toggle.
Also suitable for brake shoe and pad wear gauging.
Batteries: 1 x SR44 1.5v (supplied).

EXTRA FOOT

Product Code: TEF1
DVSA approved extra foot brake depressor gives drivers a helping hand when carrying out routine checks of brake lights and braking system air leakage - helping to maintain driver and operator road safety standards.
Vehicle Walk-Around Check App

Real-time defect reporting. Timed walk-around checks.

- Electronic version of the DVSA Driver’s Check
- Driver has to scan QR codes and the check is timed so there is less opportunity to take shortcuts
- Information is sent to the transport manager in real-time so faults can be actioned quickly
- Driver has visibility of checks for approximately seven days
- Photographs can be sent with the report
- Defects that appear whilst on the road can be sent at any time
- Transport manager has access to an extensive range of reports and audit trails

Tachodisc Fuel Card

Coming Soon...

The Tachodisc Fuel Card has been developed in partnership with The Fuel Card Company to provide you with a host of benefits that include financial savings, risk management and streamlining of your administration processes.

- No set up fees, no contract and no cancellation fee
- Fixed weekly diesel price
- Convenient access to over 2,000 multi-branded sites nationwide
- Saving time with simplified administration processes
Drawer-hanging suspension files designed to hold up to 12 months of tachograph charts per driver/vehicle. Includes 12 semi-circular transparent pockets pertaining to every month of the year.

*Supplied in packs of 5

FILING SYSTEM

Product Code: CSF

Drawer-hanging suspension files designed to hold up to 12 months of tachograph charts/envelopes. Includes 8 transparent pockets pertaining to corresponding months.

*Supplied individually

FILING BOX

Product Code: TFB

Tachograph envelope/chart storage box devised to store up to 12 months usage. Supplied flat-packed in either cardboard (TFB) or polypropylene (ESB).

TACHO FILE

Product Code: TF4

Bespoke tachograph chart storage binder devised to store up to 12 months usage for 4 drivers.

FILING SYSTEM

Product Code: TFW

Drawer-hanging suspension files designed to hold up to 12 months of tachograph charts/envelopes. Includes 8 transparent pockets pertaining to corresponding months.
Drivers robust multiuse organiser offers plentiful storage for safe-keeping of driver consumables. The organiser can hold 3 x tachograph print rolls, numerous credit/fuel/driver cards and store up to 120 days worth of tachograph print-outs.

Size: 237mm x 128mm x 40mm

Drivers Wallet

This zippered, robust multiuse organiser offers plentiful storage for safe-keeping of driver consumables. There are two side-opening compartments which can comfortably hold daily defect check books (T50) or an 8” tablet, along with A5 documents.

Size: 270mm x 195mm x 50mm

Handy hard-back PVC wallet for safe-keeping of analogue tachograph charts. Includes 4 transparent pockets for mandatory chart retention requirements.

Product Code: CDW

Handy rigid PVC wallet for safe-keeping of analogue tachograph charts. Includes 6 transparent semi-circular pockets for mandatory chart retention requirements.

Product Code: TMPO

Content not included.

Content not included.

Semi-Circular Wallet

Product Code: THW

Drives robust multiuse organiser offers plentiful storage for safe-keeping of driver consumables. The organiser can hold 3 x tachograph print rolls, numerous credit/fuel/driver cards and store up to 120 days worth of tachograph print-outs.

Size: 237mm x 128mm x 40mm

Drivers Organiser

Multiuse Organiser

Product Code: TDOW

Product Code: TDOW

Content not included.

Handy hard-back PVC wallet for safe-keeping of analogue tachograph charts/envelopes. Includes 4 transparent pockets for mandatory chart retention requirements.

Product Code: CDW
MULTI-PURPOSE WALLET

Product Code: TMPW
Vinyl multi-purpose storage wallet designed to hold analogue charts and/or digital tachograph print-outs. Ideal for storing download devices.
Also suitable for:
- Fuel / driver / credit cards etc
- Storing daily vehicle check book [T50]
- Mobile smart phones
- Keys
- Small valuables

Size: 180mm x 170mm x 60 [max gusset]

SMART CARD HOLDER

Product Code: DCH
Rigid open-faced portrait card holders with circlip. Holds one driver smart card, identity or access control card.
Made from high-quality, strong, recycled Polypropylene.
Size: 86mm x 54mm

DRIVERS MATE

Product Code: CDM2
2-part robust, A4 driver’s storage folder offering storage for driver / fuel smart cards and digital tachograph print-outs. Also includes a handy drivers time sheet.

Size: 245mm x 355mm

COMBI-WALLET

Product Code: TCW
Handy in-cab wallet which incorporates 6 clear pockets for safe storing of analogue charts. Equally, the wallet can effortlessly hold digital print-outs, tri-fold guides and driver smart cards.
Supplied with Tachodisc pen [only].
Size: 230mm x 160mm
Compliance

**DRIVER COMPLIANCE**

Product Code: TDCPH  (LGV)
TDCPP  (PCV)

A handy pack featuring multiple step-by-step guides and a manual tailored for helping the driver overcome the headache of being compliant under current legislation.

Pertaining items vary in relation to vehicle type.

- Driver rest period calculation tool
- Drivers digital tachographs booklet
- Tri-fold digital tachograph icons guide
- Tri-fold guide on how to operate a digital tachograph
- Tri-fold guide on road transport legislation
- Tri-fold summary of drivers’ hours regulations
- Tri-fold vehicle checks walk-around pocket guide

**OPERATOR COMPLIANCE**

Product Code: TOCPH

A practical pack featuring multiple step-by-step guides, manuals and wall charts - tailored for helping the operator manage compliance effectively in line with current legislation.

- Drivers vehicle checks walk-around wall chart
- Drivers’ hours law wall chart
- Operators guide to digital & analogue tachographs
- Handbook referencing road transport directive
- Training manual on use of digital tachographs

**DRIVERS HANDBOOK**

Product Code: DHBK

A comprehensive handbook for both new and experienced drivers - providing awareness on all major elements of a driver’s responsibilities and legal obligations.

Size:  210mm x 148mm    Pages: 145

**DRIVER PACK**

Product Code: DDTPACK

A practical pack featuring easy-to-understand guides and a manual – all tailored for helping the driver understand digital tachographs.
DRIVER MANUAL
Product Code: DDTMANUAL
Compiled to help the driver gain a clear understanding of a digital tachograph system.
Size: 210mm x 148mm
Pages: 40

OPERATOR MANUAL
Product Code: DOTMANUAL
User-friendly training manual devised to help the operator gain a clear understanding of a digital tachograph system.
Size: 210mm x 148mm
Pages: 36

DTCO SIMULATOR
Product Code: VDOSIM
The DTCO Simulator enables comprehensive training in the handling and operation of the digital tachographs of the DTCO 1.4 to 3.0. This includes the following functions:
- Use of driver card, company card, control card
- Manual supplement
- VDO counter functions (driving and rest times)
- Paper print-out as screen display
- Integrated operating instructions with texts for easy display indications and operating elements

Thanks to an on-line update, the software is always up-to-date and will be expanded in the near future to include the DTCO 4.0.

RTD HANDBOOK
Product Code: RTDH
User-friendly training manual detailing the Road Transport Directive legislation. Covering who is affected, reference periods, night working and record keeping etc.
Size: 210mm x 148mm
Pages: 23

TACHOGRAPH HANDBOOK
Product Code: OH2
User-friendly guide detailing the use of both analogue and digital tachographs. Includes Drivers’ Hours Regulations.
Size: 210mm x 148mm
Pages: 20
POA POSTER

Product Code: POAP
A2 Easy-to-read poster explaining periods of availability (POA) in a clear flowchart format. The poster also includes examples of periods of availability.

Size: 420mm x 594mm

DRIVING HOURS POSTER

Product Code: DHLP
A2 easy-to-read poster explaining current driving hours and working time regulations. Ideally suited for traffic office use.

Size: 420mm x 594mm

H & S LAW POSTER

Product Code: TDHSLP
Fulfil your legal health and safety obligations by displaying an updated version of the Health and Safety Law Poster.

Size: 420mm x 594mm (A2)

ROAD SIGNS BOOK

Product Code: AAKRS
Beginner and experienced drivers need to catch up on the latest information about traffic signs and this publication makes an ideal companion for driving in the UK.

Size: 420mm x 594mm
Pages: 128

HIGHWAY CODE BOOK

Product Code: TDHWC
The Official Highway Code is essential reading for all road users in England, Scotland and Wales, providing all the latest rules of the road and traffic signs.

Size: 210mm x 110mm
Pages: 149
**DRIVER ANALYSER**

Product Code: DCA5

In-cab instrument devised to assist drivers in checking their own analogue tachograph charts.

Full user guide printed on reverse of protective sleeve.

**OFFICE ANALYSER**

Product Code: DCA1

Robust, office-based instrument devised to assist the analyst in checking driver’s analogue tachograph charts.

Full user guide printed on reverse of protective sleeve.

**DRIVING TIME ASSISTANT**

Product Code: DTA

This popular Driving Time Assistant is designed to help drivers keep compliant with their Drivers’ Hours and Working Time Directive obligation.

Can be programmed as follows:

- T1 - Enter 4½ driving hours
- T2 - Enter 9 or 10 driving hours
- T3 - Enter 13 or 15 hours [max. shift time]

When stopping for a 15 - 30 minutes [or 45-minute mandatory driving break], simply press T1 & T2 buttons to pause the countdown.

**REST ASSURED**

Product Code: TRA

Simple and cost-effective instrument for assisting professional drivers to be compliant with their daily rest obligation. The product uses the 24-hour clock co-ordination - along with visual traffic light system that highlights relevant rest periods.

01925 283328
Compliance

VEHICLE ACCIDENT KIT

Product Code: TDAK
Ensure drivers are equipped and ready to respond appropriately. This vehicle accident kit contains everything you need to record details in the unfortunate event of a road accident.
The kit includes:
- Ball-point pen
- EU accident report form
- Handy storage pouch
- Single-use camera (12 exposures)
- Small torch & batteries
- Tape measure
- Wax crayon (mark vehicle/road)

ACCIDENT RECORDING

Product Code: ARB
It is vital that the accident report book is completed in the event of an injury to record the details of the casualty, the incident that occurred and the action that was taken.

Size: 200mm x 210mm
Pages: 40

ACCIDENT PACK

Product Code: TARP
Ensures drivers comply with their legal responsibilities in the event of an accident.

The simple Pac is easy to read and understand, even if suffering from shock and will ensure drivers don’t forget to obtain vital information at the scene.

Size: 125mm x 210mm

FRESNEL LENS

Product Code: TVVIEW
This DVSA specification lens considerably reduces driver blind-spots when mounted to a vehicles near-side window - and used in conjunction with the existing rear-view mirror. Ideal for safeguarding vulnerable road users.

Reduce Blind-Spot Incidents!
A5-size book used to record working time for up to a 26-week reference period. These books contain information for regulatory purposes.

The sheets include:
- Driver’s name
- Place where the vehicle is based
- Time of going on and off duty
- Time spent driving
- Total time on duty
- Vehicle registration number

Laminated two-fold guide on drivers’ hours regulations - suitable for both drivers and transport managers alike. Provides a summary of the EU drivers’ hours rules and working time directive for professional LGV/PCV drivers.

A5-sized book for drivers to keep a written record of their weekly activities when not using a tachograph unit. It is good practice for drivers using a tachograph to keep a copy of this book for recording their driving activity in the event of tachograph failure.

Helps operators to keep an on-going record of hours worked and therefore plan future work. Can record up to 20 entries.

Size: 148mm x 210mm

Pages: 26 Duplicate Sets

Size: 148mm x 210mm

Pages: 52 Numbered pages (non-duplicate)

Size: 600mm x 420mm

01925 283328
Record Books and Guides

**Icons Guide**
Product Code: ICONS
Pocket-size laminated tri-fold guide to digital tachograph icons - suitable for both drivers and transport managers alike.
Encompasses a beneficial summary of pictograms.
Size: 175mm x 80mm

**Tachograph Guide**
Product Code: USERGUIDE
Pocket-size laminated tri-fold guide to digital tachographs - suitable for both drivers and transport managers alike.
Size: 175mm x 80mm

**Infringement Pad**
Product Code: TM
When a drivers' hours infringement has been identified, the transport manager must carry out an investigation into how it arose.
This handy memo pad is used to record such infringements following analysis of the drivers digital and/or analogue information.
Pages: 50 Triplicate Sets

**Driving Hours Guide**
Product Code: TDH
Pocket-size laminated tri-fold summary of drivers' hours regulations for HGV/LGV - suitable for both drivers and transport managers alike.
Also available for PCV (TDHP)
Size: 175mm x 80mm

Size: 170mm x 170mm
Record Books and Guides

**CHART REGISTER**

Product Code: T750
Tachograph chart register book for detailing the issue of tachograph charts allocation to specific drivers. Allocations for up to 17 drivers.
Size: 297mm x 210mm
Pages: 50 Single (not duplicate)

**RECORD BOOK**

Product Code: TS15
For drivers exempt from EU Tachograph Regulations. Each book covers a 15-week period.
Drivers exempt from EU tachograph regulations are required to, with some exception, record their driving hours in a suitable logbook.
Size: 148mm x 210mm
Pages: 15 Duplicate Sets

**MILEAGE LOG BOOK**

Product Code: TVML
Pocket-size book for recording mileage for a single vehicle.
Printed headings for date, name, journey from/to, odometer, business miles, private miles and reason for journey. Has 17 entries per page.
Size: 145mm x 105mm
Pages: 42 Single

**CMR NOTES**

Product Code: TCMR
CMR consignment notes consisting of a standard set of transport and liability conditions.
They confirm that the carrier has received the goods and that a contract of carriage exists between the trader and the carrier.
Size: 297mm x 210mm
Pages: 25 Quadruple Sets
Dash Cameras

**SNOOPER DUAL DASH CAMERA**

**Product Code: SDVR5HD**

Bringing together two 1080p HD video cameras to cover the front and rear of your vehicle. Snooper DVR-5HD includes forward collision and lane departure warnings, 3-axis G-sensors and GPS location data.

The quality of footage is now available on both cameras all helping to protect your no claims discount and ensuring you’re not a victim of an insurance scam.

- Speed trap detection - UK and EU AURA speed camera database
- GPS - records location, time, date and speed - providing a complete record of any incident
- Continuous loop recording - overwriting old footage, ensuring you never miss an incident
- Wide-angle recording - 155-degree front & 130-degree coverage
- Wide 3-inch screen, 16:9 wide-angle LCD display for instant playback after an incident
- 360-degree camera rotation for enhanced recording and viewing angle

**DASH CAMERA**

**Product Code: CDC2208**

Protect yourself in case of accidents, insurance fraud, distracted drivers and road rage with this Cobra Dash 2208 Drive HD. Boasting super HD video for clear recording both day and night.

- Continuous loop recording - overwriting old footage, ensuring you never miss an incident
- G-Sensor detects impacts and automatically protects surrounding footage
- Lane departure and forward collision warnings let you know if you are drifting out of your lane or quickly approaching an object in front of you
- 160 degree viewing angle capturing the entire road and your peripherals
- Wi-Fi enabled for connecting with companion applications
- 2-inch LCD display for instant playback after an accident

For maximum benefit we recommend hard-wiring your Dash Camera.
(Optional extra)

**Product Code: CDC2008-HWK**

For maximum benefit we recommend hard-wiring your Dash Camera.
(Optional extra)

**Product Code: SDVR5HD-HWK**

The Perfect Eyewitness

*For maximum benefit we recommend hard-wiring your Dash Camera. (Optional extra)*

**Product Code: CDC2008-HWK**
TRUCKMATE S2700
Product Code: S2700T  (TRUCK/HGV)
Product Code: S2700B  (BUS/COACH)

The Truckmate S2700 is an affordable satellite navigation system that boasts the innovative features that are specifically designed to help professional driving.

This includes software that provides valuable route planning and information for drivers, which can help improve fuel consumption and reduce costs.

- 4.3-inch wide LCD touchscreen
- European lifetime map updates (UK/ROI & EU)
- Premium traffic management content (TMC)
- Route timer for alerting breaks

TRUCKMATE S6900
Product Code: S6900T  (TRUCK/HGV)
Product Code: S6900B  (BUS/COACH)

The Truckmate S6900 is a satellite navigation system that boasts the innovative features that are specifically designed to help driving. This includes an all new magnetic powered mount for ease of mounting and clutter free cabling.

- 7-inch wide LCD touchscreen
- European lifetime map updates (UK/ROI & EU)
- Lane guidance and junction view
- Multi-route capabilities
- Premium traffic management content (TMC)
- Program up to 10 vehicle profiles
- Route timer for notifying breaks
- Speed limiter monitor
- Truck / Bus specific point of interest searches

TRUCKMATE S8110
Product Code: S8110T  (TRUCK/HGV)
Product Code: S8110B  (BUS/COACH)

Truckmate S8110 is a satellite navigation system which features a built-in ‘Freeview’ DVB-T2 Digital TV, an enhanced three-watt speaker plus tyre pressure monitoring capabilities. Couple this with Truckmate’s award winning software and you have one of the leading sat-nav systems on the market.

- 7-inch wide LCD touchscreen
- AdBlue filling station POI
- Built-in ‘Freeview’ TV
- European lifetime map updates (UK/ROI & EU)
- Lane guidance and junction view
- Program up to 10 vehicle profiles
- Route timer for notifying breaks
- Speed limiter monitor
- Tyre pilot compatible (TPMS)
- Multi-route capabilities
- Premium traffic management content (TMC)
Garmin dezlCam GD785 LMT-D is a truck satellite navigation system with built-in dash camera. Designed for easy break planning with timely notifications plus a Truck and Trailer Services directory, searchable by brand or amenity (e.g., “DKV” or “showers”). Control dezlCam 785 with your voice, and enjoy Bluetooth hands-free calling, smart notifications and built-in Wi-Fi for easy map and software updates without a computer.

- European lifetime map updates (UK/ROI & EU)
- Live traffic management via digital traffic or smartphone link
- Multi-route capabilities
- Timely notifications for breaks
- Upcoming truck stops, rest areas and more

Garmin dezlCam GD785 LMT-D

Product Code: GD785-LMTD

The Garmin Dezl 580LMT-D is a full-featured GPS navigation for HGV drivers. Customise your route according to the weight and size of your vehicle, receive notification of dangerous curves, steep grades, bridge heights and more. It also has the fantastic feature of notifying you of when to take breaks, keeping you fully refreshed on your travels. Make long distance driving easier knowing you are fully connected and up to date with the latest technology.

- 5-inch wide LCD touchscreen
- Bluetooth hands-free calling
- Built-in Wi-Fi for easy map and software updates
- Customised truck routing for the size and weight of vehicle

Garmin Dezl 580LMT-D

Product Code: GD-SNT-580

Van specific GPS navigator with 6-inch dual-orientation display that will warn you when driving the wrong way on a one-way street, and alert you to nearby schools and school zones. Likewise, reduce stress with pricing and availability info for on and off street parking at your destination with the new live parking feature. Another handy feature is fatigue warning, which suggests break times and potential rest areas ahead after hours of driving.

- Alerts for nearby red light and speed cameras
- Driver alerts for dangerous curves and speed changes etc
- Free lifetime map updates
- Garmin Real Directions™ landmark guidance
- Lane assist with junction view eases navigation of complex junctions

Garmin Drive 61 LMT WE

Product Code: GD61-LMT

Van specific GPS navigator with 6-inch dual-orientation display that will warn you when driving the wrong way on a one-way street, and alert you to nearby schools and school zones. Likewise, reduce stress with pricing and availability info for on and off street parking at your destination with the new live parking feature. Another handy feature is fatigue warning, which suggests break times and potential rest areas ahead after hours of driving.

- Alerts for nearby red light and speed cameras
- Driver alerts for dangerous curves and speed changes etc
- Free lifetime map updates
- Garmin Real Directions™ landmark guidance
- Lane assist with junction view eases navigation of complex junctions

Garmin Drive 61 LMT WE

Product Code: GD61-LMT
Sat-Nav Systems

Stay connected with your team while they are out on the road. Provide them with the tools they need to get from A to B and beyond in the quickest, safest and most efficient way, for vehicles large and small. This all-in-one device combines navigation and fleet management truck-specific routing and is WEBFLEET ready.

**TOMTOM PRO5350 TRUCK**

Product Codes: TTP5350T / TTP5350E

- Send route from WEBFLEET to driver
- No fixed installation required for tracking
- Record working hours with a tap on the screen
- Two-way text communication between drivers and the office
- Enables the latest device content to be loaded via a Wi-Fi network

**TOMTOM PRO7350 TRUCK**

Product Codes: TTP7350T / TTP7350E

- Lifetime maps, means your drivers are always up-to-date
- Logbook recording and reporting; drivers can easily switch between business and private use
- Speed camera reporting – avoid costly penalties with speed camera and speed limit warnings.

**TOMTOM PRO8275 TRUCK**

Product Codes: TTPRO8275T / TTPRO8275E

- Displays exploded photo-realistic views of complex junctions
- Ultra precise traffic queue length reporting lane guidance
- Improves driver safety and road courtesy

**TOMTOM PRO8210 TRUCK**

Product Codes: TTPRO8210T / TTPRO8210E

- 7-inch ruggedised touchscreen
- Fully customisable with platform control
- Built-in 5 megapixel camera with flash
- Easy serviceability with remote device management via Wi-Fi

*WEBFLEET*

- Lifetime TomTom traffic and speed cameras
- Near field communication (NFC/RFID) and 3G modem included
- Digital signature: Obtain digital signatures to prove delivery
- Monitor working hours and movements

The TomTom PRO 8275 Truck helps your business to move more efficiently - combining the latest navigation and fleet management technology with the open platform which allows you to install Android business apps for improving your business processes. Swanks two-way text communication between drivers and the office.
ADR Products

**FULL ADR KIT**

Product Code: **FADRK**

All the PPE and safety equipment required to meet the ADR regulations in one convenient kit bag. Excludes vehicle signage and items dependant on size of the vehicle, such as the wheel chock and fire extinguishers.

- ABEK filters
- Anti-static shovel
- ATEX safety torch
- Batteries & kit bag
- Chemical suit (XL)
- Eyewash x 2 500ml
- First-aid kit
- Warning triangles x 2
- Hi-visibility vest
- Microlites x 2
- Neoprene drain cover
- Protective gloves
- Respirator
- Safety goggles
- Safety wellington boots
- Waste bags & ties x 2

**LGV/HGV ADR KIT**

Product Code: **FPADRK-HGV**

This ADR kit contains everything required for HGVs to comply with the ADR regulations for carrying any hazard class (except explosives and radioactive products, which would require additional placards).

Kit includes all of the above (FADRK), plus additional elements listed below.

- 2kg Dry powder extinguisher with in-cab bracket
- 6kg Dry powder extinguisher
- Chemical spill kit (20-litre)
- Extinguisher storage box
- Folding Hazchem signs x 2 - 300 x 400mm
- Instructions in writing
- Wheel chock

**CLASS 3 ADR KIT**

Product Code: **DADRK-C3**

ADR Kit specially designed for companies who only carry class 3 flammable liquids. This class 3 ADR & spill kit gives the peace of mind should an incident occur or the Police/DVSA wish to inspect.

- Anti-static shovel
- ATEX safety torch
- Eyewash x 2 500ml
- First-aid kit
- Hi-visibility vest
- Instructions in writing
- Kit bag
- Neoprene drain cover
- Oil / fuel spill kit – 20L
- Safety gloves
- Safety goggles
- Warning triangles x 2
Intrinsically safe right-angled powerful torch that can be operated in areas where hazardous gasses are present. Batteries (LR20) not included.

**ATEX TORCH**
Product Code: ADR-AST

Dry powder extinguisher suited for class A, B and C type fire risks. British Kite marked and approved to BSEN3.

If a transport unit is not carrying dangerous goods in accordance with ADR 1.1.3.6, it still has to be equipped with at least one portable fire extinguisher. The extinguisher must meet inflammability classes A, B and C, with a minimum capacity of 2kg dry powder (or an equivalent capacity for any other suitable extinguishing agent) suitable for fighting a fire in the engine or cab of the transport unit.

**WHEEL CHOCK**
Product Code: TLPC

High-quality wheel chock conforming to DIN 76051 and complying with ADR regulations for stabilising LGV vehicles whilst parked.

Sizes: 2, 3, 6 and 9Kg

**ANTI-STATIC SHOVEL**
Product Code: ADR-ASS

Two-piece shovel manufactured from high grade material that is lightweight but virtually unbreakable.

Size: 494mm x 200mm

**CHEMICAL SPILL KIT**
Product Code: ADR-CASK20

20-litre chemical absorbent spill kit solution for containing small roadside spills.

**OIL SPILL KIT**
Product Code: ADR-OASK20

20-litre oil absorbent spill kit solution for containing small roadside spills.

**DRAIN COVER**
Product Code: ADR-NDC

Neoprene cover for sealing roadside drains during incident management operations.

Size: 1.0m x 1.0m

**01925 283328**
When dangerous goods are transported by road, rail, sea or air, regulations state that transport units such as tankers or containers that carry dangerous goods must carry hazard warning diamonds.

These are identified as Dangerous Goods Placards and they must be a minimum of 250mm x 250mm.
**HEIGH TMEASURING POLE**

Product Code: THMP

5-Metre height measuring pole that takes the guess work out of load height measurement or measuring access clearance. Easy to read dual measurement in both Imperial and Metric. All 4 sections, when extended, lock into position via the spring-loaded locking push buttons system. The circular spirit bubble level ensures the stick is at the correct angle.

- Foam on end of arm to avoid damage to the item being measured. Length of arm – 930mm
- Overall length when retracted – 1260mm
- Safety catch to lock arm in place (90 degrees) when measuring
- Metric and Imperial graduation
- Tolerance +/- 0.4mm, per metre

**EASY WINDE R**

Product Code: TWE

This ratchet strap winder is a handy tool for any flatbed hauler or ratchet strap user. Maximum lashing width 50mm.

**RATCHET LASHING**

Product Code: TSTRAP

Manufactured from high quality polyester webbing. 5-tonne (5000kgs) capacity in 8, 10 & 12 metres x 50mm sizes.

**RATCHET LASHING**

Product Code: TSTRAP-10T

Manufactured from high quality polyester webbing. 10-tonne (10,000kgs) capacity
Size: 8-metre x 70mm.
Safe Loading

PRO-POLE

Product Code: TPP-2 / TPP-3
The Pro-pole handling tool has been designed to take a strap up over a high load and drop it to the other side while the operator stays safely on the ground. Each pole is used in conjunction with a selection of useful attachments to aid safe loading.

Tough and lightweight, the Pro-pole makes loading easier, safer and faster.

TPP-2 Pro-pole Standard 4'-8' / 1.2-2.4m (approx.)
TPP-3 Pro Pole Extra Long 6'-12' / 1.8-3.6m (approx.)

PRO-POLE BRACKET

Product Code: TPP-MB
The bracket can be attached inside or outside the cab and will hold Pro-poles of all sizes.

PRO HOOK

Product Code: TPP-H
Attachment which can securely adjust ratchet straps from the safety of ground level. It’s open-ended to accept straps easily.

PRO SWIVEL

Product Code: TPP-S
Attachment has a built-in strap guide for adjusting straps at height, plus a cut-out hole for pulling down strap fittings.

EDGE PROTECTOR

Product Code: TCEP
Curved edge protector is designed to go over products like drums, rolls and paper reels.
Sizes: 190mm x 150mm x 130mm

Product Code: TSEP
Robust medium duty edge protector with raised sides for keeping lashings in place.
Sizes: 132mm x 110mm x 110mm

Product Code: THDEP
Larger than industry standard to spread tension force. Recommended and used by some of Europe’s leading hauliers.
Sizes: 150mm x 220mm x 180mm
**Workwear & PPE**

**POLYMERE COATED**
Product Code: PCG
Synthetic thermoplastic polymer coated glove provides resistance to most acids, oils, fats, caustics and petroleum based hydrocarbons.

**PREMIUM GLOVE**
Product Code: PRG
Premium quality Canadian-style chrome split leather rigger glove with good tear resistance, while cotton backing increases comfort and ventilation.

**STANDARD GLOVE**
Product Code: SRG
Canadian-style cow split leather patch palm with vein protection provides good tear resistance, while cotton backing increases comfort and ventilation.

**EXTRA GRIP**
Product Code: LGG
Seamless poly-cotton liner and high quality natural latex coating for long life and excellent grip.

**CHUKKA BOOT**
Product Code: BCB
Black Chukka boot is slip resistant with a leather upper and a 200 joule steel toe cap.

**SAFETY HELMET**
Product Code: HSS
Industrial safety helmet with traditional 6-point polyethylene harness offering the most economical top-level protection.

**TRAFFIC COAT**
Product Code: HVTJ
High visibility waterproof jacket with stitched and tape welded seams. Also includes a concealed hood.

**OVER-TROUSERS**
Product Code: HVOT
Hi-visibility waterproof over trousers with stitched and tape welded seams. Elasticated waist, side access, stud adjustment on leg hem.

**WAISTCOAT**
Product Code: HVWS
Versatile and economical hi-visibility yellow work vest with velcro fastening. Safety rating: EN471

 Sizes: Various

 Sizes: Various Sizes

 Sizes: Various
VINYL SAFETY STICKERS

Product Code: Various

A comprehensive range of approved vehicle warning stickers. VU protected and scratch resistant vinyl vehicle stickers, suitable for both in-cab and external affixing. Call our sales team for further details.
IN-CAB STICKERS

DCRS – 115mm square “Driver Card Removal”
OLH – 145mm x 115mm “O Licence Holder and No Smoking”
TD001I – Triangular single-sided “Cameras are Fitted” (window sticker)
TD002I – A6 “EU Drivers’ Hours Laws”
TD003I – 100mm square “Illegal to Hold Mobile Phone”
TD004I – 100mm square “No Alcohol or Drugs”
TD005I – 65mm square “Passengers Prohibited”
TD006I – 140mm x 105mm “No Smoking” (double-sided)
TD008I – 115mm x 50mm “Phone Compartment”
TD009I – 100mm “Use Seat Belt or Face Fine”
TD010I – Triangular “Think Bike”
TD011I – 100mm square “Tiredness Kills”
TD012I – 105mm x 148mm “Multiple Speed Awareness”
THIL – 120mm x 70mm “In-cab Height Indicator, Unladen Vehicle”

EXTERNAL STICKERS

EKSL – 125mm x 85mm “European Maximum Speed Limit”
GBMPS – 132mm x 180mm “GB Magnetic Plate”
GBVPS – 132mm x 180mm “GB Vinyl Plate”
TD001E – A4 “Beware of Passing Cyclist”
TD002E – A4 “Blind Spot Take Care”
TD003E – 210mm square “Vehicle Limited to 56mph”
TD004E – A4 Landscape “Vehicle Limited to 56 mph”
TD005E – A5 Portrait “Cameras Fitted to Vehicle”
TD006E – A4 “Multiple Legal Speed Limits”
TD007E – A4 “Cannot See my Mirrors”
TD008E – A4 “Pedestrians Warning – “Do Not Walk Close to This Vehicle”
TD009E – 105mm x 295mm “Warning – “Do Not Walk Close to This Vehicle”
TD010E – A5 “Beware of Passing Cyclists”
AlcoSense UK Single-Use Breathalysers (2 Pack)

Single-use NF breathalysers will keep you on the right side of the law when driving in France.

Product Code: TBAT-NF

The AlcoDigital Platinum is the first breathalyser in the world to combine the accuracy and reliability of a fuel cell with an interchangeable cartridge that is easily exchanged by the user themselves.

AlcoDigital Platinum has a compact design and is easy to use. It provides accurate test results and easy maintenance. The fuel cell sensor module can be replaced and calibrated.

Product Code: TDPB

AlcoDigital Platinum replacement mouthpiece. Supplied in packs of 20 units.

Product Code: TDPB-MP

The AlcoSense UK Single-Use Breathalysers (1 Pack)

Accurately alerts the user at three different alcohol levels covering all limits in place in the UK and Ireland, including the lower Scottish limit. Quick and easy to use.

Product Code: TBAT-UK-SIN

The AlcoDigital Platinum is the first breathalyser in the world to combine the accuracy and reliability of a fuel cell with an interchangeable cartridge that is easily exchanged by the user themselves.

AlcoDigital Platinum has a compact design and is easy to use. It provides accurate test results and easy maintenance. The fuel cell sensor module can be replaced and calibrated.

Product Code: TDPB

The AlcoDigital Platinum replacement mouthpiece. Supplied in packs of 20 units.

Product Code: TDPB-MP

The AlcoSense UK Single-Use Breathalysers (2 Pack)

Accurately alerts the user at three different alcohol levels covering all limits in place in the UK and Ireland, including the lower Scottish limit. Quick and easy to use.

Product Code: TBAT-UK-SIN

Any limit in the world – Literally

Using the simple menu system the AlcoSense Excel can be set to any limit, anywhere in the world. You can adjust the units of measure between mg/L (breath alcohol) and +0.15‰BAC, -0.00‰BAC (blood alcohol) readings, the drink drive limit and blood breath ratio. If you’re travelling abroad all you need to do is set the three parameters according to the table in the user manual. Ideal for cross border or even cross continent travel.

Product Code: ALC-EXCEL

- Works with any drink drive limit in the world
- 64mm fuel cell sensor – identical to the law enforcement version, just smaller
- Re-calibration alert
- 48mm full colour TFT screen

www.tachodisc.co.uk
First-Aid

ULTIMATE KIT
Product Code: AAUFAK
A comprehensive must-have first-aid kit. Primarily designed for the motorist, but very useful for office and home workers etc.

- 6 x Wound dressings (10cm x 10cm)
- 2 x Triangular badges (136cm x 96cm x 96 cm)
- 2 x Dressings (40cm x 60cm)
- 1 x Dressing (60cm x 80cm)
- 3 x Compress (8cm x 10cm)
- 2 x Dressings (4m x 6cm)
- 3 x Bandages (4m x 8cm)
- 1 x Emergency blanket (160cm x 210cm)
- 8 x Adhesive plasters (10cm x 6cm)
- 1 x Pair of scissors
- 1 x Adhesive tape (5m x 2.5cm)
- 1 x Emergency procedures sheet

COMPACT KIT
Product Code: AACFAK
This handy and compact first-aid kit contains all the elements needed to cleanse, dress and bandage in the event of a minor incident.

- Alcohol-free wipes
- Emergency foil blanket
- Plasters
- Dressing
- Bandages
- Gloves
- Tape
- Scissors
- Safety pins

LGV / VAN KIT
Product Code: MFAK
Comprehensive first-aid kit providing LGV / Van drivers with everything they need in the event of a roadside accident or injury.

- 2 x Large sterile dressing
- 2 x Eye pad sterile dressing
- 6 x Medium sterile dressing
- 4 x Triangular bandages
- 10 x Alcohol free wipes
- 2 x Wetproof plasters
- 1 x Pair of medium gloves
- 1 x Safety pins (bag)
- 1 x Guidance leaflet

PSV KIT
Product Code: PFAK
Comprehensive first-aid kit providing PSV drivers with everything they need in the event of a roadside accident or injury.

- 3 x Large sterile dressing
- 2 x Eye pad sterile dressing
- 4 x Wetproof plasters
- 2 x Triangular bandage
- 10 x Alcohol-free wipes
- 20 x Assorted plasters
- 1 x Scissors (pair)
- 12 x Safety pins
- 1 x 7.5cm x 4m Steroply
- 2 x Medium gloves (pairs)
- 1 x Guidance leaflet
Avoid low bridges with this robust height indicator with imperial measurements. Height range 8ft-20ft (2.4m-6.0m).

**HEIGHT INDICATOR**

Product Code: THIHD

All vehicles with travelling height over 3 metres (9ft 10ins) must have an in-cab height indicator. Includes metric and imperial placards and windscreen suction cup.

**HEIGHT INDICATOR**

Product Code: THI

Suitable for small fires of B and C fire classifications (flammable gas, flammable liquids, electrical risks) and has a controlled discharge which is easy to operate.

**EXTINGUISHER - 950G**

Product Code: PPFE

Sizes: 155mm x 125

Sizes: 440mm x 420mm

Batteries: 3 x AA (not included)

**FLASHING TRIANGLE**

Product Code: HWTL

Hazard warning triangle with 60 flashing or static LEDs. Reflectors are made of red acrylic reflex material for night visibility and orange fluorescent plastic material for day visibility.

**STATIC TRIANGLE**

Product Code: HWT

Don’t get caught out! Carrying a hazard warning triangle is a legal requirement in many EU countries. Foldable design with durable plastic case for compact storage and transportation.

**TRAFFIC CONE**

Product Code: CTC

Collapsible traffic cone with detachable flashing beacon. The cone can be assembled in seconds and conveniently packs away into a carry bag.

**EMERGENCY HAMMER**

Product Code: EGH

In an emergency situation every second can be vital and the glass hammer with seatbelt cutting tool can be used to shatter windscreen glass with ease and cut through a seatbelt in seconds.

**COMPACT KIT**

Product Code: CUBK

This compact bulb kit contains the 3 main types of halogen headlamp bulbs and a collection of other bulbs and fuses, packaged in a sturdy storage box.

**UNIVERSAL KIT**

Product Code: SUBK

This kit contains all three types of main headlight bulb, H1, H4 and H7, together with all the key indicator bulbs, side lamps, stop/tail lights, interior bulbs and fuses.
Tachograph Analysis

Your analogue and digital tachograph analysis solution created by experts. Providing all the management information required to maintain compliance and improve the efficiency of your operation. Managed by experts who are fully conversant with all aspects of legislation for both LGV and PCV operations.

Features:

• Accessed via the internet, providing you with 24/7 access entry
• Provides analysis for LGV and PCV operations running analogue, digital or mixed fleets in scope of EU, GB domestic or NI Drivers’ Hours and RTD regulations
• Fully compatible with all downloading products including the increasingly popular remote downloading option
• User-friendly screens to view analysed data for drivers and vehicles – fully intuitive with clear explanations throughout
• Simple functionality to drill down to the detail and to add manual entries – e.g. holidays, sick days or non-driving days
• Comprehensive range of reports that can be scheduled in line with the company’s downloading policy, or can be compiled at your convenience
• Simple tools to assist in managing compliance through an alerts function providing key information to prompt immediate action
• Debrief module
• Performance indicators
• Clear audit trail
• Driver training module to track driver CPC and all training programmes
• Secure back-up with access to raw files if required by enforcement organisations
• Invoiced monthly based on the number of driver card downloads with no additional charges for vehicle downloads

Fully supported in terms of best practice and advice by our Tachodisc team
Driver CPC

The Driver Certificate of Professional Competence (Driver CPC) is a qualification for professional bus, coach and lorry drivers. It has been introduced across Europe with the professed aim of improving road safety and helping to maintain high standards of driving.

To maintain the CPC qualification all professional drivers must complete 35 hours of periodic CPC training every 5 years.

Tachodisc offers a comprehensive range of Driver CPC courses, for both LGV and Passenger operations to meet all operator training requirements.

The end of the mandatory 5-year period in which LGV drivers with acquired rights must complete their required 35 hours of periodic training is September 2019. To meet the expected increased demand, the range of courses and number of dates in the diary have been increased. Whether you prefer open courses or in-company courses, we can accommodate your requirements.

- Experienced and very knowledgeable trainers
- Nationwide venues for open courses / in-company courses
- Wide range of courses – subjects to suit all
- Course material covering all aspects of transport
- Competitive pricing offering excellent value for money

Manager CPC

The Transport Manager CPC is a legal requirement of the operator licensing system providing the knowledge to run a compliant and efficient transport operation.

- City and Guilds Accreditation – Road Transport (LGV)
- OCR Accreditation – Passenger Transport (PCV)
- E-testing for the multi-choice element of the examination
- Full flexibility of training options to accommodate all complex business schedules. Pre-course study and assessment to focus the training and fully utilise the course time effectively
- Full course options or home study for both Road Transport and Passenger operations
- Option to combine as Driver CPC periodic training if specified at time of booking a course
• **Courses**
  Run for eight days over two weeks, all course material provided, as is lunch and refreshments

• **Case Study revision course**
  An optional session to focus on examination technique for the written examination (takes place in the week of the examination). This two-day course looks at recognising question types, applying the knowledge learnt to examination scenarios

• **Examinations**
  E-test – A multiple choice examination on the final day of the course
  Written examination – case study following the completion of the course

• **Driver CPC** - 35 hours can be included and must be stated at the time of booking

• **Home study option is available with differing levels of support**
  *Bronze* – includes course notes and self-assessment materials only. Examinations booked separately
  *Silver* – includes course notes, self-assessment materials, two-day revision course and exams
  *Gold* – as above with e-learning course covering the main topics

**Manager CPC Refresher**

The course is designed to update holders of the Transport Manager’s CPC on the key operational areas within the CPC syllabus incorporating any recent changes to legislation

• 2-day course
• Open courses or in-company
• Certificate of attendance issued

**Operator Licence Awareness Training**

One of the most popular courses available as a public or in-company course. The course is designed to assist transport professionals in maintaining a high level of compliance within the organisation, providing an overview of the operator licensing and detailing the fundamental undertakings that apply to operators. Designed to update holders of the Transport Manager’s CPC on the key operational areas within the CPC syllabus. Will assist in advising on best practice incorporating any changes in legislation.
Did you know?

There are estimated to be 25,000+ people in the UK who are unlicensed or improperly licensed for the vehicle they are driving. Remove the risk of prosecution and substantial fines. **Do the necessary checks.**

By using the Tachodisc Licence Check service, you can be assured that:

- Your drivers have the correct category entitlement and eligibility to drive, thereby addressing your Duty of Care
- Driving licences are checked for current endorsements, penalty points, convictions and ‘High Risk’ drivers are identified
- The driver consent process is fully managed and consent is valid for 3 years
- You’ll receive comprehensive notifications, immediate warnings and detailed reports
- Checks are automatically scheduled to avoid reliance on an individual to diarise

**TACHODISC LICENCE CHECK**

everything you need to know about drivers’ licences

For more information, visit: www.tachodisc.co.uk
or contact sales@tachodisc.co.uk | 01925 283328
Check out our online shop
www.tachodisc.co.uk

Get in touch today!
01925 283328
sales@tachodisc.co.uk